MEMBERSHIP

- The Library is open to any family, setting or professional living or based in Milford Haven, who cares for children or adults with special or additional support needs.
- Signatories must be 18 or over and be a member of Pembrokeshire Libraries. To join the library you must provide ID which shows your name and address, plus proof of disability.
- Residents from other areas of Pembrokeshire are welcome to join at our discretion.

BORROWING ITEMS

- Parents or carers can borrow up to 2 items for 3 weeks.
- Schools, care settings and professionals can borrow up to 5 items for 3 weeks.
- Items are loaned free of charge, but a refundable cash deposit will be required for certain large items.
- Collection of items from Milford Haven Library is by arrangement with library staff.

RETURNS AND RENEWALS

- Renewal of items is at the discretion of library staff depending on demand for the item in question.
- Items must be returned to Milford Haven Library during opening hours. Members are asked not to leave toys outside the Library.
- Failure to return an item will result in suspension of membership and may lead to prosecution.

USE OF TOYS

- Library members are responsible for all items borrowed from the Library.
- Items on loan must not be sold, rehired or passed onto other people.
- Items must be returned in the same condition as they were borrowed. They must be clean and in a good state of repair.
- Toys and equipment are checked on their return. However please note that if you or your child/ren have an allergy of any kind, the Library cannot be held responsible for any cross contamination or allergic reaction that may occur through use of toy/s or equipment borrowed.
- Where an item is returned broken or incomplete the borrower must replace it with a new replacement from an agreed supplier.
- Batteries will not be supplied with the item.

SAFETY

- The Milford Haven Disability and Sensory Library does not accept liability for loss, damage or injury to person/s and or property whilst equipment/toy/s are on loan.
- Toys will be checked on their return to ensure they are in good working order, however please also check toys before you allow your children to play with them.
- It is your responsibility to check that the toy is suitable for the age and ability of your children. Please take care at home so younger children are not left with toys designed for an older age group.
- Please read any safety instructions that accompany the toy. All toys and equipment must only be used for the purpose for which they were designed.
- All information held by the library is protected under the Data Protection Act.

FINAL NOTES

- Members of the library will be expected to abide by the Terms and Conditions and will be reminded of these as necessary.
- Acceptance of these Terms is a condition of membership.
- Any suggestions about the Toy Library are welcome.
**SL1 Vocabulary Photo Library (P18001)**

**Age:** 4 years +  
Help to improve vocabulary and enhance communication skills with these photographic cards. The photos, based on familiar themes, can be grouped together to tell a story or can be used individually.  
**Contents:** 96 photographs; 1 teacher’s leaflet

---

**SL2 Making Words Snap (P18002)**

**Age:** 6 years +  
Ideal for young minds to learn words and understand phonics. For example, when playing snap with this deck of cards, you would be trying to snap cards that create words such as like ‘gr’ and ‘eat’.  
**Contents:** 52 playing cards; 3 rules cards

---

**SL3 First Parachute Resource Pack (P18003)**

The parachute can be used by small groups of up to 8 children. Children can work together to keep the balls on the parachute by holding the grips and pulling them up and down both in sync or at random.  
**Contents:** Parachute 1.75m, a coloured variety of 17 balls, 4 bean bags, a colour activities book and a storage bag.

---

**SL4 Photographic Learning Cards - Nouns (P18004)**

This set of cards includes photos of a variety of everyday objects to help build your child’s vocabulary.  
**Contents:** 46 card 11 x 14cm

---

**SL5 Emotions Cushions (P18005)**

This bright pack of cushions is designed to encourage children to learn and talk about different emotions. Each of the cushions has a facial expression on one side and the name of the emotion on the reverse.

---

**SL6 Photobox - Everyday Life (P18006)**

Includes 48 photos of everyday life objects and activities. Children can improve their vocabulary with this set, as well as their general knowledge on everyday life as they discuss each picture and ask questions about them. 6 Topics: Toys, Clothes, Hygiene, Forms of Transport, Farm Animals and Musical Instruments.
Sensory

S1 Compression Tube – Small (P18007)

Made from stretchable fabric to provide a gentle and comforting hug for a feeling of calmness. Effective for improved focus and calm for children with anxiety, stress, ADHD, Autism Spectrum Disorders, Sensory Processing Dysfunction. To be worn around the shoulders and over the knees whilst sitting. The user’s head (and feet) remain free so he/she can still see what is going on around them. Open at both ends for convenience and safety.

Size: Medium: 71 – 110 lbs

S2 Jumping Seat (P18008)

Age: 3 – 12 years
Flexible squishy base for bouncing, rocking and various movements. The top is flat with cut outs for gripping to stay seated and hold on during use. Great for proprioceptive input. Supports approximately 50kg.

Size: 30.5cm diameter x 20cm high

S3 Animal Massager - Big Bug (P18009)

Non-threatening plastic pals provide an invigorating massage. Perfect for the back, neck, shoulders, arms and legs. Easy to operate, just push the button on his nose to turn on and off. This item is not a toy. Contains small parts (the feet can be detached).

Requires: 2 x AA batteries

S4 Foot Massager Pillow (P18010)

Slipper surface with knobbly insoles for invigorating foot massage. Vibration is highly stimulating to our proprioceptive sense.

Requires: 2 x D batteries

S5 Massage Tube (P18011)

Lightweight and fully portable, this massager gives soothing and penetrating relief to aching muscles. Vibrating products provide a lot of tactile input and deep pressure which can be calming or stimulating.

Requires: 2 x C size batteries

S6 Weighted Sensory Cushion (P18012)

The tactile and visual objects enclosed invite exploration whilst the weight of the cushion may offer a sense of security. Large enough to place across the lap or on a table for a shared activity. The cushion is quite rigid and so is not especially suitable for the frail.

Size: approx. 65L x 40cmW

Refundable deposit required
S7 Tactile Sensory Bag (P18013)
An exciting bag full of tactile resources to get your hands on - squeeze the Goohey Mesh Balls, fiddle with the Tangle, press the Squidgy Fish, roll the Hedgehog Balls - lots of fun at your fingertips. Contents may vary.

S8 Portable UV Lantern (P18014)
Compact and portable UV light with 2 intensity settings. Perfect for use in indoor areas where a permanently-fixed UV light is not feasible. Allows the UV-reactive objects to be placed close to the lantern. With an integral handle and mains lead for charging.

S9 Carousel (P18015)
Great for spinning, muscle-strengthening, balance and vestibular work. With a slightly angled seat to allow the user to propel the Carousel by shifting the body’s centre of gravity. Younger children can set the seat in motion by pushing off with their feet. The solid moulded plastic seat has a thick edge to make it easy to get a good grip and hold on when the Carousel is moving. Metal base with rubber feet.

**Maximum load**: 50kg. **Weight**: 6kg

S10 Fibre Optic UFO (P18016)
Captivating fine fibre optics. Visually stimulating. For decorative purposes only.

**Size**: overall height 31cm

**Requires**: 3 x AAA batteries

S11 Giant Sight and Sound Tubes (P18017)
A fascinating, hands-on way for tots to explore sight and sound! Each clear tube is filled with objects of different colours, weights, shapes and sizes such as feathers, balls, bells and sparkly gems. So children get a variety of fun sensory experiences! Durable plastic tubes are permanently sealed for added safety.

S12 Infinity Mirror (P18018)
This mirror creates a series of smaller and smaller reflections that appear to recede into an infinite distance. Packed with colourful LEDs, the infinity mirror has a very unique special effect that creates a colourful tunnel of never ending light. This is not a toy. To be used under supervision of an adult only.

**Requires**: 3 x AA batteries

**Size**: 15cm diameter
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S13 P18019</td>
<td>Wi Fi LED Cube</td>
<td>A fantastic – and safe – way to introduce colour, light and interactivity to your sensory room. Rigid plastic. Charger included. &lt;br&gt;<strong>Size:</strong> 40x40x40cm; 5kg (weight)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S14 P18020</td>
<td>Large Colour Changing Egg</td>
<td>Slowly and passively changes colour in sequence. Colour-lock button allows you to keep your favourite colour on all the time instead of fazing effect. Safe, soothing and soft-lighting. Includes base station recharging unit. &lt;br&gt;<strong>Size:</strong> 42cmH x 30cm diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S15 P18021</td>
<td>RGB Light Panel A3</td>
<td>3 years + &lt;br&gt;A3 in size, this light panel is great for viewing transparent and translucent objects as well as for use in science investigations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S16 P18022</td>
<td>Science Viewers</td>
<td>3 years + &lt;br&gt;This set of viewers let children explore the world around them, through 10 different lenses. The set includes wooden viewers, each with a specially designed lens for discovering colour, light or magnified objects. &lt;br&gt;<strong>Contents:</strong> 10 different wooden viewers, 5 with coloured lenses, 3 with prisms and 2 with x3 and x5 magnified lenses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S17 P18023</td>
<td>Sensory Ball Set</td>
<td>3 years + &lt;br&gt;Exciting textures and bright, eye-catching colours give kids a stimulating, hands-on sensory experience with every toss! The rugged balls feature enticing ridges, tiny nubs, giant bumps and more, and they are all made of tough, flexible vinyl that is super-easy for kids to grip.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S18 P18024</td>
<td>Sensory Blocks - Set of 16</td>
<td>18 months + &lt;br&gt;Colourful wooden blocks to look through while you build! Good for colour stimulation and shape recognition. Includes 4 each of rectangles, squares, triangles and half-moons. Centres are bead, coloured acrylic, glitter in coloured liquid and coloured sand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**S19 Sensory Tubes (P18025)**

**Age:** 2 years +
Fill with handy everyday items to enhance sensory experiences. These Sensory Tubes are great to help children develop sensory awareness whilst they enjoy scientific exploration! Solid lids to hold liquids securely. Vented lids to explore smells.

**Contents:** 4 x 30cm tubes, 8 standard lids and four vented lids

**S20 Easi-Speak Sound Station (P18026)**

**Age:** 3 years +
Easi Speak Sound Station is a great audio device that lets you connect via the Easi-Speak headphone socket and play back your contents to a group or classroom.  
**Does not** include microphone or headphones

**S21 Spinning Cone (P18027)**

A versatile piece of equipment which can be used to generate balance, co-ordination and general mobility. Can be used by up to two children. Maximum weight supported 100kg.

**Size:** 80cm diameter, 40cmD

**S22 Tactile Matching (P18028)**

Match the variety of tactile surfaces, including fabric, foam, foil and many more... Excellent choice for the visually impaired.

**Contents:** 32 counters; storage bag

**S23 Fluorescent Tube Drum (P18029)**

Watch the coloured beads move and hear the beautiful, gentle sounds as you turn the drum. Especially effective under UV lighting.

**Size:** 27 x 20 x 20cmH

**S24 Sand Snake (P18030)**

Stand on the tactile snake and it will not roll to one side. Position the snake straight, curved or coiled. The elastic textured material massages the feet. Ideal for use in therapy for people with perception difficulties. Polyester cover with quartz sand inside. Because of its weight, can also be an excellent Sensory Integration tool for calming.

**Size:** 150L x 6cm diameter
S25 Weighted Snake (P18031)

Designed to provide deep pressure input throughout the day. Contains approximately 1.7kg (3.7 lbs) of beads.

Size: coiled 31cm diameter x 5cmH; head 10cmW

S26 Wobble Balance Cushion (P18032)

Can be used as a balance and wobble cushion to aid ankle stability, or as a seating cushion to improve posture and stop fidgeting caused by ADHD.

S27 Tactile Letters – Uppercase (P18033)

Age: 3 years +

An engaging way to explore the alphabet right at kids fingertips! Activity cards feature extra-big uppercase letters with a special textured surface. Children just trace each letter with their fingers to develop pre-writing skills and letter recognition.

Contents: 26 cards (13 x 10cm)

S28 Visual Effects Sensory Bag (P18034)

Contains a whole range of effects that provide dramatic moving colour and altering shapes that will mesmerize and encourage the watcher to concentrate on the reward. Contents may vary.

S29 Bubble Tube (P18035)

A fantastic sensory resource, this tube will keep children entertained for hours on end. The array of changing colours and moving bubbles attracts everyone to its relaxing effects. People with Sensory Processing Disorder (SPD) get a positive response when watching bubble tubes in action, since they provide a tracking activity that helps to improve visual development and communication skills.

Size: Height - 105cm

S30 Fidget Bag (P18036)

A range of brightly coloured squishy tactile products. Contents may vary.
**S31 Mirror Chimeabout (P18037)**

*Age: 3 years +*
A stimulating visual and audio toy, which reflects light and images in its acrylic unbreakable mirrors as they jingle and spin around. The sounds, lights and images will keep children enthralled. Provides visual stimulation and inspires imagination.

*Size: H/Diameter - 24 x 20cm*

---

**S32 UV Sensory Bag (P18038)**

A fantastic resource to brighten up and introduce UV to any room. Contents may vary.

---

**S33 Fold Up Massage Mattress (P18039)**

Compact and comfortable this Massage Mattress is extremely versatile and can be used on the floor, on top of a bed or on a chair. The handset gives easy control of the mattress, including massage motors and heat.

*Size: 170 x 60 x 8cm*

---

**S34 Voice Responsive Dome (P18040)**

Make a sound and the dome responds with an attractive glow. Ideal for encouraging sounds and one to one or group interaction or turn taking. Includes a sensitivity control.

*Electrical Specification: Low voltage 12v dc operation with separate external mains power supply.*

*Size: 17cmH x 30cm diameter*
Gross Motor Skills

GM1 Wiggly Giggly Ball (P18041)

Age: 6 months +
Interactive Wiggles when pushed Giggles and gurgles as it is rolled along. Encourages gross-motor skills. Suitable for all ages.
Size: 17cm diameter approx.

GM2 Jumbo Ludo (P18042)

Age: 4 years +
Lovely wooden version of a classic. With chunky pegs and a large playing area that could be helpful for visually impaired players. In neutral colours, and so age-appropriate for the whole family, including older adults. Encourages turn taking, counting and numeracy skills, social interaction and co-operative play.

GM3 Piano Mat (P18043)

Age: 3 years +
This Piano play mat features 24 touch sensitive keys and eight different instrument sounds to choose from. Run and dance along the keys to make your own magical tunes! You can even record and play back your music creations!
Requires: 4 x AA batteries
Size: 180 x 74cm

GM4 Soft Play Activity Set (P18044)

This Soft Play Activity Set is an assortment of 16 brightly coloured play shapes ideal for young children's indoor play. Children can role play as if they are on a building site or building their own home with their friends and they can create their own obstacles to climb on and crawl through.
Total packed dimensions: W/D/H - 90 x 45 x 45cm

GM5 Large Foam Dice – set of 3 (P18045)

These Foam Dice have insert dots and are fun and safe to play with.
Size: 16cm

GM6 O-Ball (P18046)

A great ball for all ages, playing indoors and outdoors. You can kick, press and throw the O-Ball but it keeps its original shape. Put a balloon inside the ball and blow it up and you have more uses still, including in the water.
Size: 10cm diameter
GM7 Beanbag Throwing Game (P18047)

Throw the sandbags through the hole.
*Contents*: long tube: 4 root x A; short tube: 3 root x B; Bend: 4 x C; Three links connector: 2 x D; sandbags: 6pcs

GM8 Floor Basketball (P18048)

*Age*: 6 years +
All skill levels can be involved with this popular game. Specially designed for seated players, it helps develop social skills and gross motor abilities. Made from heavy duty PVC, a cotton net and supplied with a 23cm sports ball, many hours of enjoyment are guaranteed with this easy-to-play game.

GM9 Slow Motion Ball (P18111)

As its name suggests, the slower movement of this ball makes it easier to handle!

**Fine Motor Skills**

**Refundable deposit required** 📦

FM1 Dondina (P18049)

*Age*: 3 years +
Good quality, loud, clear, easily-produced sounds. Pre-tuned. With easy-grip, non-slip tops. No-fail - even crude movements can make beautiful sounds. Encourages interaction.
*Size*: 59L x 13W x 14cmH

FM2 Duck Fishing Game (P18050)

*Age*: 3 years +
This Magnetic Number Fishing Game which can be used in a water tray or on a table.
*Contents*: 40 ducks; 4 waterproof double-sided work cards; 4 magnetic fishing rods; storage box

FM3 Rhythm In A Bag (P18051)

The perfect portable percussion with 19 instruments and 4 beaters.
*Contents*: 2 tambourines; 5 triangles; 2 wooden maracas; Guiro and scraper; 2 tone blocks; wooden block; 2 castanets; 1 castanet with handle; 1 wooden tone block; 1 pair of claves; 1 metal shaker.
*Size*: closed bag 42 x 40 x 40cm
FM4 Rhythm Pals (P18052)

Age: 6 months +
Lovely to hold, feel, see and hear. Fit comfortably in the hand. Produce pleasant sounds from minimal effort. Tactile, the bumps are also coloured for visual interest.

FM5 Cotton Reels (P18053)

Age: 3 years +
This pack of Cotton Reels and laces is an ideal resource aimed at early years to introduce and develop fine motor skills. Children can make sequences with the different coloured reels by choosing the order that they put them on the laces.
Contents: 100 reels and 10 laces.

FM6 Wood Farm Sequencing (P18054)

Age: 3 years +
The farm characters can be put into patterns or in a specific order for children to create their own nursery rhyme or story. Use the activity cards to copy the patterns. All you have to do is make sure you order the characters correctly so they are facing the same way as on the playing cards, then thread your string through to finish the pattern.
Contents: 2 laces; 20 playing cards; 30 activity cards; 1 teacher’s leaflet

FM7 Fishing for Frogs (P18055)

Age: 3 years +
Helps children recognise and sequence numbers 1 through to 20. One side of the game mat involves numbers 1-10, the other side involves numbers 1-20. The game is simple to understand and the winner is the first that has all their frogs covered.
Contents: 2 Magnetic fishing rods; Game ideas and two dice included (1-10 and 1-20); 2 Double-sided A3 waterproof play boards for 2 levels of play.

FM8 Giant Pegs and Pegboard Set (P18056)

Age: 3 years +
Ideal for developing fine motor skills, dexterity, counting skills, shape and colour recognition, sorting and pattern creation.
Contents: 36 stackable giant pegs in 6 colours and 3 shapes, square base board and 3 laces.

FM9 1-20 Numbered Beads (P18057)

Age: 3 years +
Sets of beads numbered from 1-20 along with strings for them to be threaded onto. They are only marked on one side which enables the teacher to hide the number so that the child can identify the missing part of the number line.
Contents: 4 Sets, 80 beads, 4 strings (52cm)
**FM10 Basic Skills Board** (P18058)

*Age: 3 years +*

Nearly-bare bear needs help! Buckle, lace, zip, button and snap fastener – delightful puzzle with a dressing element. Place the pieces correctly, then tackle the fastenings. Multi-level challenge in a highly attractive design.

**FM11 Colour Lacing Sequencing Set** (P18059)

*Age: 3 years +*

Select a work card and complete the sequence. Teach patterns and sequencing skills whilst also developing fine motor skills.

*Size: Beads - 2.5 x 2.5cm*

*Contents: 96 beads, 12 x 30cm laces and 18 double-sided work cards.*

**FM12 Threading Fruits** (P18060)

*Age: 3 years +*

Includes 24 fruits and 3 laces. Each lace has a toggle on one end (to avoid the frustration of fruits sliding off the bottom) and a 'needle' on the other. Some fruits have flat sides to help keep them steady when threading.

**FM13 Wooden Cutting Food** (P18061)

*Age: 3 years +*

This set contains eight pieces of wooden food, a cutting board and a wooden knife. Food makes a fun CRUNCH sound when sliced. It’s also a great way to introduce the concepts of part, whole and fractions!

**FM14 Wooden Cutting Fruit** (P18062)

*Age: 3 years +*

Wooden set features a wooden knife and seven pieces of sliceable fruit that can be cut into a total of seventeen pieces. Food makes a fun CRUNCH sound when sliced. With so many pieces, it’s also a great way to introduce the concepts of part, whole and fractions!

**FM15 Activity Centre** (P18063)

*Age: 6 months +*

A double-sided colourfully designed activity centre for the floor or table. 4 different activities on either side offering lots of stimulation and rewards to children which will keep them entertained for hours.

*Size: 61 x 25 x 38cm*
Equipment

E1 Ear Defenders (P18064)
Help avoid sensory overload and audible distractions and so encourage focus and concentration.

E2 The Giant Dark Den (P18065)

Age: 3 years +
Great for using torches, glowing objects, or fibre optics. The nylon double skin blocks out the light.
Size: Height:180 cm, Length:120 cm, Width:120 cm

E3 McLaren Major Elite stroller with foot plate and rain cover (P18066)
The Maclaren Major Elite is designed especially for the older/larger child who is not able to walk or, more likely, can walk...but either not far enough or reliably in the direction which you want to go. The Major Elite covers an age range from 2 years to 8 years, although suitability is more about size rather than age. Maximum weight limit 100lbs, 7 stone, 45kg.

E4 Time Tracker (P18067)
Visual and audible way to indicate how long you have left for your activities. With lights, sounds, auto set function and LCD display showing time remaining. Ideal for people on the Autism Spectrum.
Requires: 4 x AAA batteries; 2 x LR44 batteries
Size: 13L x 13.5W x 27cmH

E5 Lap Pad (P18068)
A non-invasive method of providing proprioceptive feedback and stability for seated users. Each pad holds up to 4 separate weight strips (included). Weights are safely secured at both ends so pad can be reversed.
Contents: 4 strips of weights (454g/1lb), pad and long metal hook.

E6 Apple IPAD Mini 4 128G WIFI Tablet (P18112)
For use in Milford Haven Library only.
Cognitive

**C1 First Board Games: Sorting, Colour Matching and Counting** (P18069)

Matching, counting and memory games for 2, 3 and 4 year olds. Encourages observation skills and taking turns.

**C2 Matching Puzzles - Set of 3** (P18070)

*Age: 3 years +*

Alphabet, number and colour first puzzles help to develop children’s letter, number and colour recognition skills.

**C3 Life Cycle Puzzles** (P18071)

*Age: 3 years +*

A set of four wooden 9-piece puzzles depicting the lifecycles of a frog, duck, butterfly and tree.

*Size: L/W - 20 x 20cm*

**C4 Switch Adapted Toy - Mickey Mouse Clubhouse Car** (P18072)

*Age: 18 months +*

Have fun with Mickey’s radio-controlled car. Simply connect and press one or two standard 3.5mm switches to the socket leads on the radio controller to make the cars drive forwards or backwards.

*Requires: 2 x AAA; 3 x AA batteries.*

**C5 Switch Adapted Toy - Mr Tumble** (P18073)

*Age: 10 months +*

Mr Tumble with lights and sounds is super-soft and cuddly! With bright colours, fun phrases and light up bow tie, this is a great toy for any Mr Tumble fan. Connect and press a 3.5mm switch or squeeze his hand and he will play lots of quirky Mr Tumble phrases, just like in the show!

*Requires: 2 x AA batteries*

**C6 1-20 Numbered Bean Bags** (P18074)

*Age: 3 years +*

Bean bags with a number on one side and the word on the reverse. The odd numbers are stitched in red and the even numbers in blue.
C7 People Puzzles – Growing up (P18075)

**Age:** 3 years +
This set of 8 People Puzzles contains 24 wooden 3 piece puzzles of various sizes, depicting people at different stages in their lives.

C8 Switch Adapted Toy - Little People School Bus (P18076)

Connect and press a 3.5mm switch, to listen to “The Wheels on the Bus” song. The bus comes with two Little People figures: the bus driver and Eddie with his luggage.

**Requires:** 3 AA batteries

C9 Birds in a nest sorting set (P18077)

**Age:** 3 years +
Encourages colour and number recognition.

**Contents:** 6 nests; 6 Momma birds; 24 baby birds; activity guide included.

C10 Switch Adapted Toy - Storidoo Story Teller (P18078)

**Ages:** 3 – 6 years
Storidoo is a magical and engaging storytelling toy. Get creative and make up your own stories whilst interacting with this lovely little colourful creature! Use three standard 3.5mm switches or press Storidoo’s buttons on his nose and feet to interact or turn him on and off.

**Requires:** 3 AAA batteries

C11 Switch Adapted Toy - Poppy Talking Troll (P18079)

Princess Poppy, a much loved character from the popular Dreamworks film, is colourful, entertaining and engaging. Use a standard 3.5mm switch or press her belly to listen to her recognisable phrases from the film.

**Requires** 2 x AAA batteries

**Size:** Height 35.5cm (including hair).

C12 Alphabet Puzzle with Pegs (P18080)

This wooden peg puzzle includes a piece for each of the twenty-six letters in the alphabet. A colourful picture under each piece shows an image beginning with the same letter, helping to develop letter recognition and pre-reading skills! Also, encourages eye-hand, fine motor and visual perception skills.
C13 Multi sound puzzles (P18081)

4 puzzles: Farm; Zoo; Vehicles; Pets
When each piece is placed correctly in the puzzle board, a sound is made.
**Requires:** 2 AAA batteries

---

C14 Build-a-Word Tiles (P18082)

**Age:** 3 years +
Great for introducing the children to simple spellings and word building. Just use the tiles to create a simple word, then choose a tile to stack on top to create a whole new word!
**Contents:** 104 tiles in a storage tub, plus an activity guide

---

C15 Logic Puzzle – Sizes (P18083)

An introduction to the concept of size in the company of 3 bears. The children sequence the objects linked to the story in accordance with their size and colour.
**Size:** L/W/D (base) - 21 x 21 x 0.7cm
**Contents:** 12 Pieces and a base of varnished wood

---

C16 Logic Puzzle – Numbers (P18084)

Introducing the concepts of the numbers from 1 to 5. As children sequence the different pieces into their correct order, they will learn the basics of counting and also be able to distinguish between the different colours.
**Size:** L/W/H(base) - 23.5 x 23.5 x 0.7cm
**Contents:** 25 pieces and 1 base in varnished wood

---

C17 Wooden Healthy Food Play Set (P18085)

Food Groups - Making it easy to plan a well-balanced diet, this wooden set features items from the five food groups - milk & dairy foods; fruit & vegetables; bread & carbohydrate; meat, fish & protein.

---

C18 Fractions Shape Match Puzzle (P18086)

**Age:** 3 years +
Match shapes, colours and numbers. Helps develop fine motor skills, dexterity, early maths skills and colour, shape and number recognition.
C19 Fruit and Veg Colour Sorting Set (P18087)

**Age:** 3 years +
This Fruit and Veg Colour Sorting set has 5 stackable wooden crates filled with 20 wooden fruit and vegetables, all colour coded. Use to develop sorting, shape recognition and matching skills.

**Size:** Crates measure - L/W/H - 35 x 15 x 11cm

C20 Geomosaic (P18088)

**Age:** 3 years +
A mosaic game in hard plastic. The shapes fit onto the grid to create abstract patterns or to reproduce patterns given by the model cards.

**Size:** L/W grid - 25 x 19cm

**Contents:** 1 transparent plastic grid, 100 flat pieces in 6 different geometric shapes and 8 pattern cards

C21 I see, I spell, I learn (P18089)

Flashcards with fun picture cues and images that help children read and spell.

**Contents:** 5 packs of cards: 2 Homophones; 3 Picture Sight word set; clear plastic storage bag

C22 IQ Link (P18090)

**Age:** 8 years +
Fit all puzzle pieces on the game board. But watch out! There are 36 puzzle parts but only 24 free places on the game board. Open rings and balls of different puzzle pieces can occupy the same place when you link them the right way.

**Contents:** 12 colourful puzzle pieces, compact game board with transparent lid, and booklet with 120 challenges.

C23 IQ Puzzler Pro (P18091)

**Age:** 6 Years +
Stimulates concentration, problem solving and spatial insight.

C24 Fraction Tower Cubes Equivalency Set (P18092)

**Age:** 8 Years +
Innovative interlocking cubes enable children to explore and compare fractions, decimals and percentages.

**Contents:** 51 colour coded interlocking equivalency pieces; activities guide
C25 Maxi Mosaic (P18093)

**Age:** 3 Years +
For the development of colour and shape recognition, matching and fine motor skills. Allows the not-so-artistic to successfully create simple mosaics. Place a design sheet under the transparent frame and replicate the design using the shapes supplied.

**Contents:** 18 design sheets, 2 transparent frames and 124 assorted shapes (3 shapes, 4 colours).

C26 Number Puzzle with Pegs (P18094)

Number concepts, zero through nine, are illustrated in this 10-piece peg puzzle. A colourful picture under each piece shows the same number of items as the numeral on top of the piece, helping promote number recognition and counting skills! Encourages eye-hand, fine motor and visual perception skills.

C27 Sequencing Game (P18095)

**Ages:** 3 years +
Test concentration, fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination as well as memory and communication skills. Try to put the beads in a particular order, or match colours and shapes.

**Contents:** storage box, 10 wooden playing cards, threading string and rods, 72 beads, die and instructions.

C28 Speaking & Listening Board Games (P18096)

**Ages:** 4-7 years, these games are also effective for older children with special educational needs.
Six games covering: drama; speaking clearly; interaction; developing ideas; critical thinking; working as a group; listening strategies.

C29 The Five Senses Game (P18097)

**Age:** 4 years +
To develop understanding of, and language about the senses. Use the large images to explore feelings and compare sensory experiences. Enjoy sorting and matching activities, as well as 2 bingo games.

**Contents:** 35 photo cards; 5 round counters; 5 lotto cards; 25 photo cards; 1 teachers leaflet

C30 Mr Face Wall Chart (P18098)

**Age:** 3 years +
Happy, sad, angry or just a funny face. Ideal to help discuss emotions, feelings and facial expressions.

**Size:** 50x70cm Wall chart with 20 detachable pieces
C31 Old MacDonald Farm Story Pack (P18099)

The Old MacDonald Farm Story Pack in a Sack is designed to bring the story to life and encourage children to read. A favourite story which helps develop sequence and memory skills.

**Contents:** Story book, 6 farmyard animals, a book about farm animals, an old MacDonald lotto game, storage bag.

---

C32 Walking Through the Jungle Story Pack (P18100)

The Walking Through the Jungle Story Pack in a Sack is designed to bring the story to life and encourage children to read. Props, nonfiction books, games and characters all help to make storytelling and reading fun and enjoyable.

**Contents:** Jungle snakes and ladders, story book, 5 jungle animals, storage bag.

---

C33 Contrast Cards (P18101)

**Age:** 3 years +

The game comprises 68 cards featuring photographs of different objects, people or situations that can be paired together to show opposites, e.g. high/low, big/small. Encourages discussion and language development.

**Size:** tub 28L x 16.5W x 13cmH, cards 9L x 9W x 0.2cmD

---

C34 Talking Tiles (P18102)

**Age:** 3 years +

These large tactile robust talking tiles are ideal for children with visual or motor skill impairments. Record and playback 80 seconds of speech, music or sound effects via the built-in Microphone and Speaker.

**Requires:** 3 x AAA batteries

**Size:** L/W/D - 9.5 x 9.5 x 2.5cm

---

C35 Magnetic Dressing Boards – Boy & Girl (P18103)

Double-sided magnetic board, each with nine items of clothing. Dress the character to learn about sequencing and as a tool to discuss getting ready. Also useful for motor skills and imaginative play. Can be useful as a visual prompt for dressing as part of understanding activities of daily living.

---

C36 Word Picture Card Matching Game (P18113)

Put one picture on the game base (word not appear first), kids look at the picture and find out letters of the word and then put them onto the buttons in order, finally check if the word spell correctly or not. Or, put the letter tiles on the buttons and find out the corresponding pictures. Good for kid's preschool education, improving eye-hand coordination, developing brain power, expanding the sensitivity to colours and shapes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BP1</td>
<td>Special Alphabet Set (with Braille) (P18104)</td>
<td>A set of 26 alphabet tiles, one each with A-Z embossed on it in both Braille and the English alphabet. It has a fuzzy tactile surface that feels great to the touch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP2</td>
<td>Large Print / Braille Playing Cards (P18105)</td>
<td>This pack of large print playing cards are embossed in braille with the denomination and suit at the top left and bottom right hand corners. Size: Width: 6.3cm (2.48) Length: 8.8cm (3.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP3</td>
<td>Large Print / Braille Scrabble (P18106)</td>
<td>Each of the letter tiles has a braille label, as well as clear print labelling. The playing board has tactile dots on the premium letter squares and tactile dashes on the premium word squares. There are pegs at the corners of each square to help locate the tiles into position and on some squares there are labels with tactile dots and bars, marking the premium letter and word squares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP4</td>
<td>Sensory Sound Boccia Set (P18107)</td>
<td>Boccia set for the visually impaired. Balls emit a sound for aural location.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP5</td>
<td>Braille shut the Box Game (P18108)</td>
<td>Age: 3 years + Exciting braille, tactile and large print game for all the family. Roll the dice to &quot;shut&quot; the numbers but don't get knocked out!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP6</td>
<td>Braille UNO (P18109)</td>
<td>A mixture of skill and chance is needed to play Uno which can be played with two to ten players. Each card is embossed in braille, with the numbers and shapes, at the top left and bottom right hand corners.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>